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Overview of Presentation 

 Toggling between the new Version 4 
(V4) NHD Navigation tools in 
StreamStats (that are in development) 
and the longtime Version 2 (V2) tools 

 Plans moving forward  
 
 



StreamStats As An Outreach Tool 
for Advanced NHD Analysis 
 StreamStats has long been an outreach tool for 

NHD analysis (2008), particularly on the WEB 
 It was realized early on that the alignment of 

vector (NHD) and raster (DEM) in our 
preprocessing enhanced the analysis capacity of 
both 

 And so, what started as a watershed-centric 
analysis environment expanded into the 
geometric-network vector realm 

 This functionality was eye-opening for our users 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This was originally set up as a 4 hour workshop for ASPRS in Baltimore, which had to be cancelled due to sequestration.  That class would have included a specialist discussing how to use the HEM tools.  That part has been stripped down here.  I’ll be talking about how to use HEM results in StreamStats, which may motivate you to go out and learn how to use these well supported and documented toolsSurf StreamStats > batch tools / web services / new 10.1 site in development



V4 Exploration Tools 
 

 
 

 

 

 

   



New Navigation Tools in Version 4 

 Elevation Profile Tool 
 Find Path between Two 

Points 
 Find Path to Outlet 
 Get Network Report 
 The functionality kicks 

in at “Zoom Level 10” 
(~ 1:600K) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ok so the network navigation methods work just like all the other archydro methods (delineation, basin charactersitics etc) where there is a python script that initializes the inputs needed, executes the Archydro method, gathers and returns the results.then there is the Service Wrapper which acts as a data marshal in that it ensures the request contains all necessary information to run the method, It also takes the response from the py method and serializes the result in a more client friendly structure.



V4 “Elevation Profile Tool” (already on production) 
(try it at United States scale!) 

 
 

 

 

 

   

Pending 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Output for hydraulic modelling cross sections).  To start drawing your line, click once on your map to begin your line. In this map we started at Centeotl Point. It will stream points as you go to show the line’s path. If you want to bend the path at some point, click once one the place where you want to change directions. For example, here we changed directions at Explorer’s Monument. Finally, to end the path, we clicked twice on De Vaca Terrace. After a few moments, the resulting path is displayed as a solid orange line, with the terrain profile graph listed nearby. If you put your cursor on the terrain profile graph, it moves back and forth along the orange line to show you the corresponding area on the graph. 



V4 “Find Path Between Two Points” (NHD only) 



V4 “Find Path to Outlet” of 4-digit HUC  
(raindrop trace raster to vector) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overland first



V2 Raindrop Trace to Network 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Raindrop Trace to Network tool identifies the path that water will take from a point on the ground, as it travels along the land surface, enters a stream, and flows downstream.  To use the tool, click on the Raindrop Trace to Network button (click) and then on the location where you want to start the trace. (click)  Almost immediately a pop-up window will appear that gives the NHD reach address for the point where the raindrop will enter the closest stream channel.  Click OK to close the window, (click) then the map will redraw.  A blue dot shows the location of your selected point.  The point where the raindrop enters the stream is shown with a green dot.  The stream channel is shown in red.  If we click on the Initial Extent button, (click) you can see that the downstream stream channel is highlighted all the way to Long Island sound.  The raindrop tool will trace down to the mouth of the river or to the bottom of the HUC4 in which the point is located, whichever comes first.



V4: Alternatively, “Find Path to Outlet” of 
Delineated Basin (raster only) 



Network Navigation/NHD Reach Indexing 

Streamgaging station 

User-selected site 

Dam site 

Point discharge 

Water withdrawal 

Explanation 

Biological sampling site 

StreamStats provides reach addresses 
for user-selected sites, consisting of 
reach number and percentage distance 
from downstream end of reach 

Measure 

See 
http://nhd.usgs.gov 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a cartoon that shows a green cross marking the location of a user-selected site.  The black line is the drainage boundary, and the blue lines are the NHD stream network.  StreamStats is able to determine the reach address for the selected site and search upstream (or downstream) to identify activities, such as dams, point discharges,  water withdrawals, and biological sampling sites that have been associated to the NHD as “point events” by use of an addressing system that consists of a unique code for each reach (click) and a measure (click), which is the percentage of the distance along the reach, as measured from the downstream end. (click for next slide)



V4 “Get Network Report”  
(includes tracing for events) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Goal of outputs is to have the available for download as a tab-delimited file



V2 Events Linked to NHD in StreamStats 

High Resolution NHD 
 NWIS Gage and Water Quality sites (all active States) 
 National Inventory of Dams 
 Maryland Biological Stream Survey locations 
 Minnesota and Maine bridge locations (in discussion) 
 Upload your events?  Talk to us 

• NHDPlus 
 NPDES (Point Discharge) locations 
 Impaired Waters (303D) and Total Maximum Daily Loads  
 



V2 Upstream Trace 



V2 Downstream Trace  
(including point events) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of a downstream trace.  The selected point is shown as a dark blue dot in the bottom left of the map.  The downstream reaches are highlighted in light blue.  Point events found along the reaches are shown as dots in the same color as the highlighted reaches. (click)



Click on Estimate Flows 
Based on Similar 

Streamgaging Stations   

Flow Estimation Based on a Similar Gage 

Estimates provided if 
RATIO >= 0.5 and <= 1.5 



















Examples of Reach Navigation Applications 

 Upload and compare custom point/linear events, such 
as fish sampling sites and water temperature reaches 

 Compute distance (i.e. to nearest upstream dam) 
 Sum (i.e. of all upstream/downstream public water 

supply site diversion pumping rates) 
 Point event attribute queries (i.e. total impounded area 

upstream) 
 Trends (altered flow impacts moving downstream) 
 Cross table referencing (i.e. relate dam locations to 

gage locations) 
 Linear event summaries (i.e. total length of all reaches 

that are bordered by impervious area) 



National Coordination  

 NLDI (National Linked Data Index) 
• Crawls EPA STORET and NWIS Gages, others 

 The National Map (NHDPlus HR) 
 Web Services  

• ScienceBase 
• NWIS Web 
• TNM Web Services & Viewer 

 HEM Web (web-based indexing service) 
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